In-vivo particle mediated delivery of mRNA to mammalian tissues: ballistic and biologic effects.
Biolistic transmission of mRNA provides transient gene therapy to in vivo organs. This study documents particle mediated mRNA transmission to a solid organ and wound healing model using the mRNA of Green Fluorescent Protein to determine optimal delivery parameters. Renal function, bullet penetration, cellular injury, and Green Fluorescent Protein synthesis were quantified. Chimeric human epidermal growth factor-FLAG epitope cDNA or mRNA was transmitted to wounds in normal or steroid treated animals. Wound bursting strength, human epidermal growth factor-FLAG, and collagen synthesis were determined. Injury and bullet penetration correlated with the delivery velocity and bullet size. Optimal delivery parameters were established which provided widespread Green Fluorescent Protein synthesis. Human epidermal growth factor-FLAG treatment significantly increased collagen content and wound breaking strength in normal and steroid treated animals. FLAG protein synthesis was evident in mRNA treated fascia following treatment. We found the gene gun provides a novel method for efficient, in vivo delivery of mRNA-based therapeutic strategies to mammalian organs with minimal histologic damage allowing transient expression of protein in in vivo target tissues. Co-delivery of Green Fluorescent Protein mRNA may provide a useful positive control to determine effective transmission. Biolistic transmission of human epidermal growth factor-FLAG mRNA provides increased tissue epidermal growth factor levels and accelerates wound healing in normal and steroid exposed animals.